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of spherical particles arranged in a Y-shaped configuration were
also investigated [ 18, 19]. In these systems, a symmetric Yshaped guide was used to analyze the propagating of single and
multiple highly nonlinear solitary waves, in both uniform and
heterogeneous arrangements of particles. Solitary waves were
demonstrated capable of following a bent trajectory, and could
split after crossing the bifurcated interface. Arrangements of
particles composed of heterogeneous materials were also shown
capable of trapping and delaying pulses [ 18, 19].
In this paper, we conduct numerical and experimental
studies on the propagation of a single solitary wave in systems
with variable angles between the two branches. We study the
tunability of the solitary wave speed as a function of the
system's geometry. These studies could be utilized to design
new materials capable of redirecting stresses and impulses and
to understand the angular dependence of dynamic load transfer
in two-dimensional granular material media [20].

ABSTRACT
We investigate experimentally and numerically the
propagation of highly nonlinear signals in a branched twoJiwensional granular system composed by chains of uniform
spherical beads. The system consists of a Y-shaped guide with
1arious branch angles in which stainless steel spheres are
manged. We study the dynamic behavior of a solitary pulse
crossing the bifurcated interface, and splitting between the two
branches. We report for the first time the dependence of the
split pulses' speed on the branch angles. Numerical simulations
based on Hertzian interaction between the particles are found in
agreement with the experimental data.

INTRODUCTION
The propagation of strongly nonlinear solitary waves in
one-dimensional systems composed of uncompressed spherical
particles has been recently receiving increasing attention [ 117]. A peculiar property of these systems is the tunability of
wave propagation, which can be obtained by changing the
material and the geometrical properties of the beads, and the
static precompression [1,3,4,6]. Extensive theoretical,
experimental and numerical studies have been conducted for
uniform and heterogeneous one-dimensional systems [ 1-17].
Such systems have been proposed for a variety of engineering
applications, including energy trapping and impulse
disintegration [8,9,13,17]. Two-dimensional systems composed

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
We designed a set of Y-shaped guides with different
bifurcated angles between the two branches as shown in Fig. 1,
where a is the branch angle between the first branch and the
main stem, fJ is the branch angle between the second branch
and the main stem. The guides were carved in polycarbonate
blocks, and filled with identical stainless steel (type 440C)
spherical particles of uniform diameter of 9.52 mm (15
particles in the main stem and 15 particles in each branch). At
the interface, three chains (the stem and the two branches) share
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one particle to allow splitting the compressive pulse formed in
the stem by an impact. The properties of the materials
composing the beads and the guide used in this study are
summarized in Table 1. Six calibrated piezo-sensors were
embedded inside particles in the system as described in [ 1,2]
(see Fig. l(b)) and connected to Tektronix oscilloscopes,
allowing for calculating the signal's speed and monitoring the
wave's shape before and after the Y-junction interface. The
whole setup was tilted at small angle (~4 °) to ensure the contact
among the particles. Single solitary waves were generated in
the system by dropping an identical stainless steel bead as a
striker from a ramp. The striker's impact velocity was measured
using an optical velocimeter connected to a digital oscilloscope.
Elastic
modulus
[GPa]

Poisson
ratio

Density
[Kg/m3]

8'h in branches

Bead
Mass
[g]

i. _____ --·
I

0---0-1-

Stainless steel
200
0.28
7800
0.45
beads
Polycarbonate
2.4
0.37
1220
(wall)
Tab. 1: Properties of the matenals composmg the highly nonlmear
systems tested experimentally.
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Fig. 2: (Color online) Experimental results for single solitary wave;
propagating in uniform, symmetric Y-shaped systems composed oi i
stainless steel beads. (a) a=/]=30°. (b) a=/]=35°. (c) a=fJ=40°. (d1 ·
a=/]=45°. They-axes scale for all the curves is ION per division. The
striker was dropped from the same height in all cases and the striker
velocity was 0.56m/s.

Epoxy layer Piezo-sensor

Fig. 1: (a) Experimental setup showing the Y-shaped guide and
indicating the number of beads composing each portion of the system.
(b) Schematic diagram of the composition of a particle with an
embedded piezo-gauge [1,2].

Experiments were performed also for uniform, asymmetric
Y-shaped systems (a::ftfJ) in which the branch angle a was fixed
0
0
,,
at a=30 , and the angle fJ was let to vary from 30 to 60
Results are shown in Fig. 3. It is evident that, similarly to what
detected in the symmetric systems, single solitary wave;
formed and traveled in the two branches. Also, a reflected
solitary wave was observed forming and traveling in the main
stem, after the incoming pulse interacted with the interface. Thl
amplitude and speed of the wave reflected in the stem
decreased with increasing branch angles. Differently than in the
case of symmetric Y-shaped systems, the case a# shows
asymmetry in the amplitude and speed of the transmitted waves
propagating in two branches. We observed that the transmitted
wave in the branch with the smaller branch angle (a in thts
case) has larger amplitude and faster speed of propagation than
the one in the other branch.

The first set of experiments was conducted on the
symmetric Y-shaped systems, in which the branch angles were
restricted to the case a=fJ. Tests were performed for different
values of branch angles (a=/]=30°, 35°, 40° and 45°). The
experimental results obtained for the different cases are shown
in Fig. 2. The striker velocity used to generate the incoming
solitary wave before the split interface was the same for all
cases (0.56 rn/s). Six instrumented particles with sensors were
inserted in the following positions: lOth and 13th particle in the
main stem (counting from the striker side), and 5th and 8th
particles in the two branches (counting from the interface), as
pointed by the arrows in the corresponding curves in Fig. 2.
From these results we observed that for all a=fJ angles tested,
the incident solitary wave crossed the Y-junction interface and
split into two identical single solitary waves traveling in the
branches. This was also shown for the 30° case in [19]. In
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branch angles. In this case the error bars in the experimental
data were calculated as the standard deviations of the data
obtained from 5 repeated measurements with the same striker
velocity for each set of branch angles.
Results show an excellent agreement between the
experiments and the numerical calculations. In the symmetric
Y-shaped system (Fig. 4), we observed that, for the same
incident wave speed, the reflected wave speed decreases as the
branch angles increase, while the transmitted wave speed shows
a reverse dependence on branch angles. It should be pointed out
that in the case a=fJ=45° the numerical simulation showed the
presence of a small reflected wave traveling back in the main
stem. However, its small amplitude (~0.5% of the incident
solitary wave amplitude) was not detectable in experiments.
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Fig. 3: (Color online) Experimental results for single solitary waves
propagating in uniform, asymmetric Y-shaped systems composed of
stainless steel beads. (a) a=30°, f3=30°. (b) a=30°, f3=40°. (c) a=30°,
p=50°. (d) a=30°, f3=60°. They-axes scale for all the curves is ION per
division. The striker was dropped from the same height for all the
cases and the striker velocity was 0.56m/s.
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Numerical simulations were performed using the discrete
numerical model described in papers [ 17, 19]. Particles were
treated as rigid bodies connected by nonlinear springs
according to Hertzian contact laws between spheres. The walls
of the Y-shaped guides were modeled as particles with infinite
radii. The material parameters used in the numerical
calculations, to model the particles used in experiments, are
listed in Tab. 1. Dissipation was not included in the numerical
simulations.
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To characterize the behavior of single solitary waves
crossing different Y-junction geometries, we compared the
ratios of transmitted wave speeds (for pulses traveling in the
branches after the interface) and reflected wave speeds (for
pulses traveling back in the main stem after interacting with the

0.0 +-~-.-~---.~-.~---.~~.--~.-~-+V.5 ~.0 ~.5 ~.0 ~.5 ~.0 ~.5 ~.0

a
Fig. 4: Dependence of ratios of solitary wave speeds on the branch
angles in the symmetric Y-shaped system (a=fJ). (a) Comparison of the
experimental values with numerical results for V.~) /V.c:J. (b)
Comparison of the experimental values with numerical results for
V.~) /V.c:J. The striker velocity using in numerical calculations was
0.56m/s.

interface) with the incident wave speeds. We indicate with ~~)
the wave speed of the pulses traveling in the symmetric
branches. Similarly, we label ~~a) and ~~Plthe wave speed in
the asymmetric branches, referring to the branch with angle a
and fJ respectively. The speed of the reflected wave traveling
back in the stem is indicated as ~t), while the incident wave

Results obtained for the asymmetric Y-shaped systems for
the specific case when a is fixed at 30° and fJ varies from 30° to
60° are reported in Figs. 5 and 6. Due to the asymmetry of the

speed is referred to as ~~). We compare numerical results with
experiments in Figs. 4, 5 and 6, as a function of the different
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two branches, the transmitted wave speeds ~~a) and ~~{J)in
the branches now show different dependences on the branch
angles. Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show that for the same incident wave
speed when the angle fJ increases (fJ 2: a), ~~a) increases while
~~{3) decreases. It also means that the difference between
transmitted wave speeds in two branches represented by
~~{3) ~~~a) depends on the difference between two branch
angles and this is shown clearly in Fig. 5(c). As fJ increases
from 30° or the difference between fJ and a increases because of
fixed a=30°, the ratio ~~{3) ~~~a) decreases from unity. The
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relation of reflected wave speed ~t) to the branch angles in the
asymmetric systems shown in Fig. 6 is similar to the
corresponding one in the symmetric systems (Fig. 4(b)). It
should be noted that, in the case a=30°, /]=60°, the reflected
wave was also observed in numerical simulations and it
travelled in the main stem with very small amplitude that was
undetectable in experiments.
The amplitude (maximum force, Fm) of the highly
nonlinear solitary waves forming in this systems is related to
the wave speed as Fm~ (Vsw) 6 [l]. The solitary wave amplitude
ratios are expected to have similar dependence on the branch as
the solitary wave speed ratios analyzed above. For example,
Fig. 7 presents the experimental data and numerical
calculations of the amplitude ratio F~tf3) / F/fa) of two
transmitted solitary waves in the branches with respect to the
angle fJ. Comparing these results to Fig. 5(c), one can see that
force amplitudes and velocities have a similar behavior with
respect to variations of the angle fJ. The angular dependence of
speed and amplitude of the solitary waves in the Y-shaped
systems described in Figs. 4, 5 and 6 can be explained
quantitatively by using quasi-particle model [1,14] and the
detailed analysis will be presented in future publications.
The results reported on the solitary wave interaction with
the Y-shaped interface, and the subsequent bending of the pulse
transmitted to the branches, show that it is possible to control
the propagating pulse amplitude and speed in a twodimensional system. By changing the respective angles a and fJ,
it is possible to redirect stress waves along different paths and
control the signal amplitude and speed in the different
directions. The energy E and the momentum I carried by the
single solitary wave are proportional to the wave speed as
E~CVsw) 10 , I~(Vsw) 5 [14], hence by using the asymmetric Yshaped system we can control the amount of the energy and the
momentum carried by the incident wave transferred to each
branch. This could be advantageous for the design of acoustic
delay lines, vibration absorption and novel shock protecting
systems.
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Fig. 5: Dependence of ratios of solitary wave speeds on the branch
angles in the asymmetric Y-shaped system (a;:f./1). (a) Comparison of
the experimental values with numerical results for V.~a) /V.c:J. (b)
Comparison of the experimental values with numerical results for
V.~{l) /V.c;). (c) Comparison of the experimental values with numerical
results for V.~{3) /V.~a). The angle a. was fixed at 30°. The striker
velocity using in numerical calculations was 0.56m/s.
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branches, as a function of the branch angles, could be exploited
in several practical applications.
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